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Using a result of Cohen [J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 51 (1989), 227-236], we get 
an upper bound for the size of the multiplier group of a cyclic difference set; this 
generalizes a result of Ho [J. Algebra 148 (1992), 325-336] on the multiplier 
groups of cyclic projective planes to arbitrary A. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
We assume familiarity with the theory of cyclic difference sets (see, e.g., 
[1]). Let D be a (v, k, A) difference set in cyclic group G of order v, and 
let M be the group of all multipliers of D. We may v iewM as a subgroup 
of Gal Q(~v) /Q,  where ~. is a primitive vth root of unity. As usual, we 
identify a subset S of G with the group ring element S = Ex ~ s x ~ ZG.  
a t If  t ~ Z, A = ~g~Gagg E ZG,  then A (t) ~gEG gg • 
THEOREM. Let D be a (v, k, A) difference set in cyclic group G of  order 
v, and let M be the multiplier group of  D. I f  D 4= +_ {3, 6, 7, 12, 14} in Zzl, 
then IM[ < k. 
Proof. By a result of McFarland and Rice [4], there is a translate of D 
which is fixed by every multiplier of D; since D and its translates have the 
same multiplier group, we may assume that D is fixed by all of its 
multipliers. Let X be a generator of the character group of G, K = 
Q(x(D) ,x2(D) , . . . ,X  ~ I(D)). Then GalQ(~) /K  = M. This is true 
because if t is a multiplier of D, then D (t) = D, so x i (D  (t)) = x i (D) ,  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . , v  - 1. Hence at (x i (D) )  = x i (D) ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . , v  - 1, where 
a t is the field automorphism ~ ~ ~:~. On the other hand, if at (x i (D) )  = 
gi (D) ,  for all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  v - 1, then x i (D  (t)) = x i (D) ,  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  v - 
1. By Fourier inversion formula, we have D (t~ = D, so t is a multiplier. 
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NOTE 169 
Now, assuming that D = {d 1, d2 , . . . ,  dk}, we consider the following poly- 
nomial, 
k ( 
f (X )  = 1 - - [ (X -  x (d i ) )  = X k - 
i=1 
k )) 
F_, x(d~ X k-1 
i= l  
k 
+ . . .  +( -1 )k I~x(d~) .  
i=1 
For any t such that D (') = D, we have 
( 1 ~""  x (d i l )X  (d i2)  " " x (d i~) )  
° i t -  <i~ <i2 < <i,<_k 
= d t d t • 
l <_i~ <i 2 .. . <i~<~k 
= E x (<)x(d i2 )  • • x(dir). 
1<i1<i2< -.. <irGk 
Therefore f (X )  ~ K[X] .  
By a result of Cohen [2], if D ~ +{3,6,7,  12, 14} in Z21, then D 
contains a generator d of the cyclic group G, and hence x(d)  is a primitive 
vth root of unity; that is to say, f (X )  has a root which is a primitive vth 
root of unity, and therefore IM] = [Q(~:~.): K] _< degf (X)= k. This 
completes the proof. 
Remark. There are cyclic (v, k, A) difference sets such that the size of 
the multiplier groups of the difference sets is k. For example, the quadratic 
residue difference sets in Zp, where p is a prime, p = 3 (rood 4). 
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